The following crews will fly a mission tomorrow, 24 March 1945:

ABLE 11 SHIP 957 NOSE 200

P Major Wilson B Wilkes
CP 1st Lt Kenneth W Spieth
NV Capt Housworth
N 2nd Lt Robert I Hendryk
N 1st Lt Abraham A Abramoff
B 1st Lt Theodore M Swingle
E T/Sgt Warden R Pierce
MO T/Sgt Kenneth P Benedict
WG Sgt Garland L Hile
UG S/Sgt Gerald A Rocheleau
TG S/Sgt Ralph G Russell

ABLE 12 SHIP 611 NOSE 202

P 1st Lt R A Dean
CP 1st Lt Stanley A Hatchins
NV 2nd Lt John E Tynan
N 1st Lt Howard M Segal
B 2nd Lt Victor A Owoc
E T/Sgt Sam Bonner
MO Cpl Daniel Monahan
WG S/Sgt Donald M Logan
NG S/Sgt Richard D Feich
UG S/Sgt William W Waskoskie
TG S/Sgt Alex C Pietka

ABLE 13 SHIP 308 NOSE 16

P 2nd Lt Vincent G Demello
CP 2nd Lt Vera Kessler
B 2nd Lt Corinne E Moore
E Joseph Mastelak (Cpl)
RO Cpl Joseph W Sealey
AG Cpl Ormond V Schusterick
NG Cpl Frank J Taylor
UG Cpl Leonard A Nuoro
TG Cpl Mack D Messersmith
F Pfc Walter G Prato

ABLE 21 SHIP 641 NOSE 25

P 2nd Lt Walter H Perris
CP 2nd Lt Lawrence G Bishop
MO F/O William H Brewington
B 2nd Lt Ross J Wilson
E Cpl Jesse L White Jr
MO Cpl Stephen J Schramm
AG Cpl James G Freeman
NG Cpl Lewis G Hazelton
UG S/Sgt David H Tappley
TG Cpl Charles G Fry

ABLE 12 SHIP 574 NOSE 26

P 1st Lt Richard L Calkins
CP 2nd Lt Edwin H Fischbein
N 2nd Lt Carl J Couch
B 1st Lt Harry A Gamauf
MO Pfc John G Riley
RO T/Sgt Michael Golenik
AG S/Sgt Dominick Pertinari
NG S/Sgt Bruce U Crabbe
E S/Sgt Arnold S Foster
TG S/Sgt Henry R Ronkuchi
F Sgt Anton A Menas
By order of Major DERBY:

WILSON B. WILKES
Major, Air Corps
Operations Officer
825TH BOMBARDMENT SQUADRON (H)  
Officer of the Operations Officer  
APO 520, U.S. Army  

Operations Order  

Number 43  

1. The following Aircraft and Crews participated in Aerial Flights, today, 24 March 1945:

POSITION Dog 11 A/C 44-50557  
Sq 300  
- P. Deeney, J.C., 1st Lt.  
  Early return due to Oxygen leak  
  Bombs brought back.  
  4:45 flying time.

POSITION Dog 12 A/C 44-49396  
Sq 40  
- P. Davis, R.G., 2nd Lt.  
- G.M. Auer, P.M., 2nd Lt.  
- N. Viegmann, W., 2nd Lt.  
- B. Caytajlo, N., 2nd Lt.  
- R. Hackett, R.J., T/Sgt.  
- B. Harris, C.H., S/Sgt.  
- J. Grant, R.M., S/Sgt.

POSITION Dog 13 A/C 42-94755  
Sq 33  
- P. Wiederspahn, F., 2nd Lt.  
- M. N. T. W., 2nd Lt.  
- B. B. N. T. W., 2nd Lt.  
- S. P. W., S/Sgt.  
- R. W. Y., Cpl.  
- M. C., Cpl.  
- R. C., Cpl.  
- W. H. L., Cpl.  
- L. C., Cpl.  
POSITION Dog 21 A/C 42-52658 Sq 35
E. McCaughney, D.J., 2nd Lt.
C. Partelow, H.M., 2nd Lt.
E. Ylant, J., 1st Lt.
E. Czyzak, H.W., Sgt.
R. M. Bishop, T.A., Sgt.
N. G. Southworth, H.A., Sgt.
T. Boll, J.D., Sgt.
C. G. Stephan, J.M., Sgt.
B. J. Faurin, T.W., Sgt.

POSITION Dog 22 A/C 42-51362 Sq 38
B. Wieser, R.L., 2nd Lt.
C. D. Orell, J., 2nd Lt.
R. T. J. Kitson, F.G., F/O
E. T. Gosen, L.L., Sgt.
R. N. Garda, S/W., Sgt.
N. G. Seaback, C.L., Cpl.
R. A. Ferrel, R.J., Cpl.
B. M. Urbanek, F.H., Cpl.
T. F. McCarty, R.H., Cpl.
P. F. Torres, F., S/Sgt.

POSITION Dog 23 A/C 44-48998 Sq 46
R. D. More, J.S., 2nd Lt.
J. C. Jones, F.H., 2nd Lt.
R. M. Smith, E.W., 2nd Lt.
E. J. M. Gasler, C.M., Sgt.
R. E. Hayhurst, R.J., Sgt.
D. W. Haverdick, F., Sgt.
T. G. Havlik, R.J., Sgt.
E. Z. R. Z., L.W., Sgt.

POSITION Able Dog 23 A/C 42-52653 Sq 36
B. D. Martlett, R.B., 2nd Lt.
E. L. Donovan, B.W., 2nd Lt.
E. D. Fisher, W.E., 2nd Lt.
E. D. Lescht, R.L., 2nd Lt.
E. R. Anderson, A.W., Cpl.
R. S. Farn, J.C., Cpl.
E. E. Galtrip, J.R., Cpl.
E. W. W. Prestonbach, W.E., Cpl.
E. N. Cooper, H.E., Cpl.
826th BOMBARDMENT SQUADRON (PATHFINDER)
OFFICE OF THE OPERATIONS OFFICER
AFO 520 c/o PM 2 New York, N.Y.

OPERATIONS ORDER

NUMBER 268

24 March 1945

The following Aircraft and crews participated in the mission flown 24 March 1945:

Position E-11
Ship No. 41-10484
Sq. No. 63 N
P Ross, Ray A.
CP Patterson, Allan F.
N Fair, Walter
B Cough, James

Position E-12
Ship No. 44-49738
Sq. No. 62 M
P Vance, Richard G.
CP Martin, Raymond C.
N Haley, Richard F.
B Brown, James

Position E-13
Ship No. 42-52675
Sq. No. 58 I
P Anderson, Douglas W.
CP Mitchell, James F.
B Laver, Charles K.

Position E-21
Ship No. 42-52705
Sq. No. 52 C
P Stewart, Dana A.
CP Reed, Robert J.
B Miller, Daniel J.

Position E-22
Ship No. 44-52533
Sq. No. 50 N
P Nelson, Donald E.
CP Pastor, Francis X.
B Potter, Robert D.

Position E-23
Ship No. 42-52675
Sq. No. 58 I
P Thompson, Everett P.
CP Martin, Floyd B.
B Johnson, Louis C.

Position E-24
Ship No. 42-52705
Sq. No. 52 C
P Wilson, Walter D.
CP Sloan, Louis V.
B Davidson, Allan E.

Position E-25
Ship No. 42-52705
Sq. No. 52 C
P Johnson, Darrell
CP Delk, JW

1st Lt.
1st Lt.
1st Lt.
2ndLt.
2nd Lt.
2nd Lt.
2nd Lt.
2nd Lt.
2nd Lt.
2nd Lt.
2nd Lt.
2nd Lt.
2nd Lt.
2nd Lt.
2nd Lt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
Sgt.
by order of Major TROTTIER:

WILLIAM H. Dowd
Major Air Corps
Operations Officer
327TH BOMBER SQUADRON (H)
484TH BOMBARDMENT GROUP (H)
Office of the Operations Officer
APO 520
U.S. Army
24 March 1945

OPERATIONS ORDER

NO 77

1. The following combat crews have participated in today's mission Saturday, 24 March 1945.

Position Baker 11 Ship No 44-50476 Sqn No 53-N

| P | PROBSON, LEO | 1st Lt |
| CP | O’NEILL, DONALD P. | 2nd Lt |
| N | LEVINE, SHERWIN E. | 1st Lt |
| E | GOODMAN, MICHAEL P. | 1st Lt |
| W | Danieleo, Frank J. | T/Sgt |
| RO | Skelton, Lester V. | T/Sgt |
| UG | Adams, Julius A. | S/Sgt |
| LG | Whitaker, Jack O. | S/Sgt |
| NS | Zecker, Maurice G. | S/Sgt |
| TG | Lessell, Joseph L. | S/Sgt |
| F | Bragg, Charles A. | S/Sgt |

Position Baker 12 Ship No 44-49939 Sqn No 74-E

| P | RACKES, LOUIS J. | 2nd Lt |
| CP | CHORUS, HURCHEL | 2nd Lt |
| M | MULLINGER, ROBERT H. | 2nd Lt |
| L | MITCHELL, KENNETH D. | 2nd Lt |
| E | Nolan, Clement J. | S/Sgt |
| RO | Den, Willie | T/Sgt |
| UG | Jocob, Harrold B. | Sgt |
| LG | Stillwell, William E. | Sgt |
| NS | Fritz, Philip L. | Sgt |
| TG | Walbert, Wilford A. | S/Sgt |
| F | ELIIS, Thomas S. | T/Sgt |

Position Baker 13 Ship No 42-94738 Sqn No 51-L

| P | MALVIG, ALBERT H. | 2nd Lt |
| CP | CONDA, NICHOLAS | 2nd Lt |
| N | MACK, ROBERT D. | 2nd Lt |
| B | MALLARD, RAYMOND A. | 2nd Lt |
| E | DeGennaro, Francis | S/Sgt |
| RO | DiGiovine, Arthur P. | Sgt |
| UG | Ohmco, Roger D. | Sgt |
| LG | Benzin, Edward A. | Sgt |
| NS | Davis, Robert D. | Sgt |
| TG | Davey, Raymond N. | Sgt

This crew left ship at Zaras.

Position Baker 22 Ship No 44-10550 Sqn No 73-D

| P | LEESON, GRADY W. | 2nd Lt |
| CP | HIXSON, WILLIAM O. | 2nd Lt |
| N | BURR, ROBERT J. | 2nd Lt |
| E | Lovejoy, William N. | Cpl |
| RO | Schuster, Ruben C. | S/Sgt |
| UG | Zicko, William | Sgt |
| LG | Squires, Dale E. | Sgt |
| NS | Niem, Alfred T. | S/Sgt |
OPERATIONS ORDER NO 77    24 March 1945

Position    Baker 21   Ship No 42-52072    Sqdn No 72-C

P BLACK, THOMAS J. 1st Lt
Not Take Off.

Position    Baker 23   Ship No 42-51804    Sqdn No 86-9

P KELLER, BRICE H. 2nd Lt
CP YOUNG, BERNARD 2nd Lt
N KRAKOWER, JOSEPH D. 1st Lt
E Rutana, Louis J. Sgt
RO Stoerkel, Edward H. Sgt
UG Dolin, Richard F. Sgt
LG Hoppa, William S. Sgt
NG Parkhurst, Ralph E. Sgt
TG Bakutis, Albert P. Sgt

Position    Charlie 22   Ship No 42-51173    Sqdn No 86-9

P CARTLAND, THOMAS F. 1st Lt
CP MEYERS, RAYMOND H. 2nd Lt
N MCKENNY, JOHN J. F/O
B FOURMY, JAMES C. 2nd Lt
E Koleski, Henry T/Sgt
RO Fitzharrres, Arthur L. Cpl
UG Pizzolato, Martin A. S/Sgt
LG Zebar, Vincent R. Cpl
NG Wottlin, James E. Cpl
TG Dodgson, Lamonte F. Cpl

Position    Charlie 23   Ship No 42-52683    Sqdn No 70-A

P PEARSON, JAMES C. 2nd Lt
CP RAPITSKI, NICHOLAS F/O
N GOODMAN, JOHN B. F/O
E Whitney, Robert E. Cpl
RO Minchoc, George J. Cpl
UG Perry, Warren W. Cpl
LG Witherspoon, James E. S/Sgt
NG Turner, Glenn A. Cpl
TG Lucey, John F. Cpl

JOHN H. STEBBINS
Major, Air Corps
Operations Officer